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Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 121: The Threat Of The Boss Monster 

Mark rested over his bed after a tiring day of work. He had been suddenly invited by Elayne to her 

family's house in the incoming week, it was something absolutely insane for him to think about, and he 

had been sitting for the next half an hour thinking about it. Elayne was rather clumsy to have suddenly 

invited him out of nowhere, and Mark felt like she had committed a mistake, just like before, but that 

she simply didn't back down from it. Mark felt actually bad because he felt like he was abusing Elayne's 

clumsiness… But it would only make her sadder if he rejected her, even more, he was interested in her 

romantically, so it was not something he could really miss at all. 

"Well, I will make up for it by bringing a lot of stuff for her parents… Wow, I am actually going to meet 

her parents… How do I even introduce myself? As their daughter's boss? No, that would be awful, it 

would be better as their daughter's friend, right? But even that's weird… If they're too old and think that 

adult women and men can't form friendships… they'll immediately think we are in some sort of 

relationship… Ah, old people is always so annoying like this. W-Well, not like I am saying Elayne's parents 

are bad." Thought Mark, as he did several chores around his department until he took a nice bath and 

went to bed, of course, not to sleep. 

"Now that I finally got free time I should play a few hours before taking a nap… It feels like ages since the 

last time I played a lot. I wonder where might Planta and Achlys be in all of this… They're like the only 

friends I've made." Sighed Mark, putting the headset on and starting the game. 

FLASH! 

In mere seconds, he found himself inside the game world, looking around at the beautiful clear sky filled 

with stars and the shining silver moon. The forest was not completely dark, as bioluminescent moss 

decorated everything with light everywhere. Colorful flowers and also animals of all types wandered 

about. Monsters as well, but they feared his presence, he was rather high level after all. 

"Hahh… Back to town… Now what should I do?" 

Mark checked his own Status, finding out that he was currently Level 19/19 for both Race and Class. He 

was near his evolution as well as his Class Change. And he simply needed to hunt a few more monsters 

to achieve that. However, he had grown to enjoy time with his two new friends from this world, who 

were also two beautiful mature ladies whose avatars showed a lot of skin. Of course, aside from their 

eye candy appearance, they were the nicest people he had ever meet in a MMO game before, and were 

incredible, especially Planta, who seemed to have an insane Title that let her grant Quests to others. 

He knew that Planta with such a Title might as well be an endless generator of fun to have in the game, 

even if he was still in the low-level starting area, there might be something interesting going on with her 

around. He quickly decided to check his friend list, finding both her and Achlys online. 

"Nice… I'll send them a message to see where they are- Eh?" 

Ding! 

[Player: Planta] has requested your assistance in an important [Special Quest]!] 
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[By aiding her in completing this quest, you will acquire special items, EXP, Gold, and Unique Evolution 

and Class Change Options, alongside the Rare Subclasses!] 

"W-WHAT?! Already with something insane?!" Mark couldn't help but scream in surprise, almost falling 

into the floor with his enormous and bulky body, he continued reading the Quest information in detail, 

learning that Planta was currently jailed inside the Fairy Kingdom! The Quest even gave him info about 

where to go to enter the place, and even told him what he should do as a recommendation. Without 

doubting, he immediately accepted the quest while smiling a bit. 

"Haha, I can't believe she just got herself in such a big mess! And the Snake Queen, huh? Seems like an 

interesting challenge for tonight…" Said Mark, immediately beginning to run through the woods, using 

his enormous body, which was mostly hollow inside, he was able to leap several meters with each step 

and move across more rapidly than people would think such a big body could do. He quickly sent a few 

chat messages to Elayne and Achlys to tell them he was getting there. 

"And done, with this they should know they can count on me- Eh?!" 

However, Mark was suddenly interrupted as he got closer to the waterfalls, suddenly finding an 

enormous quantity of snake monsters moving towards that very direction, there were even enormous 

high level Miasmic Beasts mixed into the snakes, all working together to reach the Fairy Kingdom. 

"They're already here? And so many! These are hundreds! The Quest said the Snake Queen sent only a 

single army, does she has many more?!" Wondered Mark, quickly realizing there were hundreds of 

Fairies flying atop the skies, overseeing the enormous quantity of snakes. Suddenly, fireballs, icicle 

spears, and boulders began to fall from the sky, conjured by the fairies, and crushing many snakes at the 

same time. 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

"Wow…! Do they even need help?" Wondered Mark, as he saw the fairies doing just fine by 

themselves… until something more frightening emerged. 

TRUUUUMMM…! 

An enormous body emerged amidst the darkness of the night, crushing trees with its very body, a 

gigantic, purple-scaled snake with two heads appeared, with sharp red-shot eyes and several spikes 

decorating its back, it was a frightening creature! 

[The [Giant Dark Miasma Snake Commander: Lv25 (ELITE)] has appeared!] 

[Defeat the Boss Monster to continue the Quest's Storyline] 

"What? This thing is Level 25?! That level is even higher than the Mushroom Hero from back then!" 

Thought Mark, quickly feeling surprised by the might of the beast, only to find a group of valiant 

Mushrooms, around ten of them, moving through the woods and chasing down the snakes! "Wait, 

aren't those guys…?" 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 122: Escape! 

(Elayne's POV) 
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As we found ourselves in the middle of the Fairy Kingdom, we quickly decided to move forward an aid 

them in battle, however, we were immediately throw with great challenges, as the guards wandering 

around immediately noticed our very noticeable appearances, which were very different than the 

citizens of this city. They all probably knew about me because the moment they saw me, magic spears 

were pointed my way. Damn it. 

"Hey! You! What are you doing outside of your cells?! Go back immediately!" 

A group of guards which now included higher level knight fairies flew our way. They were all around 

Level 10 to Level 16! But their stats were vastly lower than us, and the strongest was the commander 

who was standing behind the dozens of guards and knights flying towards us. 

"Damn it! More?!" Asked Rita, quickly realizing there were another group of guards noticing us from 

behind us, flying our way as well. 

"Please let's not fight! I want to help you defeat the snakes! Why are fairies so aggressive?!" I cried, as 

the fairies ignored me and began firing spells at us, fireballs, whirlwinds, and even stone bullets tarted 

being fired at us! Damn it! 

"Spiritual Shield!" 

FLASH! 

I quickly conjured my Spiritual Shield to defend myself, putting myself in front of my tamed pets and 

summons, they were resilient but I didn't wanted them to sustain any damage while we were going to 

the frontlines to kill the snakes. But seriously, why are fairies so annoyingly aggressive?! Did Lady Titania 

had to teach them to be so overly cautious? It is working against their favor now. 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

The magical attacks were powerful and the Spiritual Shield was able to shield me from some damage as 

long as I kept infusing MP, but it was clearly not really efficient. I wanted to hop in on Belle with Rita and 

get the hell out of here, but they were making it hard by raining us with magic. 

"HYAAA!" 

Suddenly, a fairy pushed forward, pointing a magic rapier at me and unleashing whirlwind of blazing 

flames, which spiraled directly towards me! Fire is my weakness; I can't receive a direct hit or I'll 

probably end up critically wounded. Also, killing NPC gives penalties to players and could even ban us 

from playing for weeks or months as I've read in the Forums, hurting them seems okay if it's in self-

defense, as Rita and I had done just now and were not punished. 

I suppose the System is the one that decides if what we do is alright or not, it feels like the whole game 

system is always watching us over. Does it get entertained with seeing us struggle?! 

"P-Please Land Spirits, come help me!!! Dragon Vein Detection, Land Spirit Call!!!" 

BOOOOMMM!!! 



The explosive spiraling flames hit me directly, however, an enormous wall of stone emerged before me, 

blocking the hit! The spirits came to help me! I suddenly saw several small Land Spirits rolling around us, 

protecting us from the magical hits by forming stone walls, amazing! 

"W-What?! T-Those are Land Spirits?!" 

"D-Did she just called forth the power of the Dragon Veins?" 

"I always thought that only our lady, Queen Titania could do that!" 

"Players are able to use the powers of the ancients, and are said to grow incredibly strong quickly, don't 

falter, she was almost beaten anyways!" 

"Stop firing at us! You know that if we die we can still revive back? You can't just try to kill us!" I cried. 

"We can kill you and then apprehend you after you revive! This is a method we created after we were 

tricked by that one Player! We won't let you filthy Players get away with your trickery anymore!" The 

Fairy Commanding the squadron roared. 

Ugh, if you weren't so cute I would had thrown a Sunlight Spirit into your face! 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

I continued summoning more Land Spirits while we ran away with Rita, jumping over Belle as she 

suddenly grew twice her size by infusing Mana into her own body, a new technique that Belle had 

learned, she was almost the same size as a bull! 

"Come on, Belle! Let's go to the gates of the city! Hurry!" I cried, as Belle immediately began to run 

across the floor, her powerful legs were so strong that they crushed through the dirt below and left 

enormous marks from her foot. 

"MEEEEE!" 

As Belle ran, the fairies around quickly flew away, quickly trying to get away from our path. There were 

gigantic bugs tamed by the fairies' carrying things for them, but Belle jumped over them showcasing 

some amazing athletic performances! 

"What is that thing?!" 

"There's no way that's a Goat! That's a white bull!" 

"Idiot, that's a giant goat!" 

"That's the one that got captured, what is she doing here?!" 

"Guards, do your job! We are already getting attached by snakes!" 

The citizens of the fairy city roared angrily, as the guards suddenly followed us from behind, we noticed 

that some were even sitting over giant flying bees named Regal Hornet Bees, wow! Maybe we can tame 

these for a better extract of honey than the normal bees I've got? But they're a bit frightening, they're as 

big as one meter. 

BBZZZ! 



"Huhhh, Planta! I think the bees are getting closer, they're super fast!!!" Rita cried, pointing at the bees 

reaching us further and further. I had already conjured all the enhancement magic I could over Belle but 

she couldn't hasten her speed. If only I could somehow control the wind! 

…Wait! I've got stat points I have not designed, and also Skill Points… Can I summon a new Spirit to help 

us? I can only try and bet on it, not like I have another damn option, I don't want to hurt the fairies so 

running away is the better of the two evils! 

"Planta! You should be more than capable of using Level 4 Magic with your current MP, even more if 

you use your remaining Stat Points into it, go for it!" The Guide Spirit said. 

"I already was going to do it! But thanks!" 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 123: New And Chaotic Magic! 

Ding! 

[You exchanged 90 Stat Points] 

[You gained +180 MP!] 

[You exchanged 10 Skill Points] 

[The Levels of the [Green Magic: Lv3], [Life Drain: Lv2], [Spirit Magic: Lv3], [Spiritual Shield: Lv1] Skills 

have increased!] 

[The [Green Magic: Lv4] Skill has unlocked the [Terrain Reading], [Dirt Shaping], and [Earth Wall] Spells!] 

[The [Spirit Magic: Lv4] Skill has unlocked the [Wind Spirit Call], [Whirlwind], and [Spiritual Leap] Spells!] 

[Player Name]: [Planta] 

[Title]: [Legendary Warrior] 

[Race]: [Dryad: Lv20/20] 

[Race EXP]: [--/--] 

[Job Class]: [Farmer: Lv20/20] 

[Job Class EXP]: [--/--] 

[Satiation]: [86/100] 

[HP]: [430/430] 

[MP]: [1360/1360] -> [1540/1540] 

[STR]: [107] 

[VIT]: [107] 

[DEX]: [107] 
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[AGI]: [244] 

[INT]: [263] 

[WIS]: [230] 

[LUC]: [125] 

[Race Skills: 9/10] 

[Spirit of the Forest: Lv1], [Photosynthesis: Lv2], [Green Magic: Lv4], [Life Drain: Lv3], [Plant Companion: 

Lv1], [Daughter of Nature: Lv1], [Spirit Magic: Lv4], [Spiritual Shield: Lv3], [Plant Synthesis: Lv1] 

[Job Class Skills: 10/10] 

[Agriculture: Lv1], [AGI UP: Lv1], [Tame: Lv1], [Cooking: Lv2], [Farm Animal Companion: Lv1], [Fishing: 

Lv2], [Robust Body: Lv1], [Farming Tools Usage: Lv1], [Terrain Adaptability: Lv2], [Soil Manipulation: Lv1] 

[Stored Skills (Unequipped): 2] 

[Race Skills]: None 

[Job Class Skills]: [Crafting: Lv1], [Alchemy: Lv1] 

[Summons: 2/2] 

[White Goat (Female): Name: Belle: Lv16/30], [Carnivorous Amber Lotus Flower: Name: Loki: Lv15/30] 

[Tamed Monsters: 2/2] 

[Silver-horned Lake Snake (Female): Name: Silver: Lv14/30: Affection: Lv6/10] 

[Black Helmet Mimic Larva (Hermaphrodite): Name: Mimy: Lv1/10: Affection: Lv1/10] 

[Skill Points: 110] [Stat Points: 0] 

[Equipment]: [Spirit of the Forest Robes] [Bracelet of Nature] [Crown of Spirit Wood] [Seed Pouch] 

[Mushroom Hero Ring] [Mushroom Hero Bracelet] [Heavenly Ring of Life and Souls] 

Amazing, I got six new Spells (as expected)! And some of those are pretty amazing?! I don't have the 

time to check what they can do through detail, but I am guessing that Terrain Reading helps me read the 

terrain in some sort of way, Dirt Shaping… its self-explanatory, and Earth Wall might be a lesser version 

of the earth walls that the spirits of the land were using to protect us… The cost of MP is rather big 

though. 

However, those won't do for now, but I am sure they'll be helpful very soon. The ones I am interested in 

are the new Spirit Magic Spells such as Wind Spirit Call, Whirlwind, and Spiritual Leap… I can't check 

their details, so I am just going to go for it and summon them and use these spells together with the new 

Wind Spirits! 

"Dragon Vein Detection!" 

FLASH! 



Suddenly, I was able to see a brand-new Dragon Vein from within the ground… and the sky! Yes, the sky 

itself also had spiritual rivers of essence, these were Dragon Veins of the sky, sometimes called Heaven 

Veins. Could these be the ones that bring the Wind Spirits outside?! Wait, I also see some red veins, 

Sunlight Spirits?! Did I just unlocked the ability to also detect the Dragon Veins of the sky as a whole? 

Wind Spirits and Sunlight Spirits inhabit the skies, it makes sense to be honest, I can see why Sunlight 

Spirit Veins are so rare compared to the Land Spirits now. 

"Wind Spirit Call! Please, help us!!!" 

FLUOOOOSSSSHHH! 

Suddenly, a few Dragon Veins activated in quick succession, one after the other, as enormous 

whirlwinds began to be unleashed against the fairies behind us, and there they were, Wind Spirits! They 

looked like adorable small clouds floating in midair, with tiny eyes and mouths, and they looked utterly 

adorable! 

"FOOOOOO!" 

A gigantic one emerged, being as big as five meters, it looked down on the fairies and unleashed an 

enormous storm of winds against them, the hornet bees were quickly sent off flying far away, alongside 

most of the fairies! 

"W-We did it!" Said Rita. 

"N-Not yet!" I cried, pointing at a dozen of giant black beetles chasing us down, these guys were strong 

enough to ignore the wind pressures and were charging at us without problems… Just how heavy are 

those giant bugs?! 

"I'll have to use this other spell to get away from them…! Spiritual Leap!" 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly, the Wind Spirits I had summoned flew towards us, flying right below Belle and suddenly… 

lifting us off the ground?! 

"FOOOO!" 

POOOOF! 

And with an immense speed and force, we were launched through the skies! 

"GYYYYAAAAAAAHHH!!!" 

"W-W-W-WAIT! THIS WASN'T HOW I IMAGINED IT!!!" 

We flew across the skies at an incredible speed, this was the power of Spiritual Leap? So it just launches 

through the skies with the force of the spirits I have summoned… Makes sense, but not at the same 

time! Won't I die if I hit the ground?! 

"W-W-WIND SPIRIT CALL! W-WHIRLWIND!!!" 

FLUOOSH! 



However, I managed to call upon a few more Wind Spirits while we were freefalling right over our 

destination, they gathered below us and suddenly unleashed whirlwinds that stopped our fall, making us 

slowly float into the ground. 

"HAAHHHH….! I-I know this is a game but that was horrifying! Oh my god, I almost died! …I know I can 

revive but still!!! Why is this game so… HAHHH… fucking realistic sometimes?!" Rita cried, growing 

insane due to how shocking the experience was. 

"Hahaha… I-I am sorry…" I sighed, slowly standing up. The pets and summons were fine, although all of 

them were dizzy, without exception. I quickly drank a Mana Potion I had stored in my Inventory to refill 

my MP, as using all of that completely emptied it for me. 

"Phew… Now that we are here- UWAH!" 

The moment I looked into the big gates protecting the city, something enormous slowly began to loom 

from behind, as the enormous head of a snake emerged, it was… gigantic! What is this thing?! 

Ding! 

[The [Giant Dark Miasma Snake Commander: Lv25 (ELITE)] has appeared!] 

[Defeat the Boss to continue the Quest's Storyline] 

Boss?! He's way too huge to be just a mini boss though! 

The snake was looming over the entire city as countless magic attacks began to shower over it, the 

snake was completely unfazed by them, as if the scales it had were immune to magic completely. 

Crack… crack…! 

CRASH! 

And then, with a single bite, it broke through the barrier, opening an enormous hole where hundreds of 

smaller snakes began to pour directly inside the city! 

This was total chaos! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 124: Against An Endless Army Of Monsters 

An utterly terrifying scene emerged before our eyes as a gigantic snake suddenly broke through the 

barrier that had been set up by the Queen of Fairies herself, Titania! Is this because Titania is weakened 

now? Also that thing is Level 25! Isn't that a bit higher than my current Level?! And now because I 

cannot level up right now, I cannot grow stronger than I am currently… Do I have to go through this 

challenge with my current level? W-Well, I had already surpassed challenges of several levels over me, 

so this shouldn't be all that bad! But still, it was shocking! 

CRAAAASH! 

The barrier broke as an enormous hole within it emerged, a swarm of hundreds of snakes, the smallest 

being two meters large began sliding their way inside the entire city. The fairies fighting outside were 
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being overwhelmed by even more snakes. Although they had defeated many with their magic, the army 

of snakes quickly gained the upper hand when their Boss showed up. 

Although there were some soldiers and knight in here, who were surprised about our arrival, they 

immediately lost all focus on us as the gargantuan snake made its way inside the city, putting its gigantic 

head though the hole it made in the barrier and beginning to force its way inside. It was way too chunky, 

so as it forced its way through the barrier, the barrier cracked even more. It was all panic! 

"T-That thing… It is way too big!!!" 

"Quickly bring the Golems, awaken them all! Infuse Mana into them, bring the pilots, QUICKLY!" 

"FLY AS FAST AS YOU CAN, BRING MORE REINFORCEMENTS!" 

"Protect the citizens! Lead them to the underground so they can be safe while the battle ensues!" 

"Call the Queen, tell her to reinforce the barrier! Where is Queen Titania?!" 

"She is currently in her throne room overseeing things!" 

"Damn it, now that she was also cursed by this disease, she cannot defend us properly…!" 

The fairies were all despairing, even more as dozens of smaller snakes made their way into the city. The 

citizens began to cry desperately flying away from the chaos, the vicious snakes began firing slimy 

venom from their mouths, beginning to melt the buildings and even kill the various insects the fairies 

used as their tamed monsters for transport. 

"Holy shit this is a full-scale war right now! P-Planta! I am a bit scared right now!" Rita cried, as she hid 

behind me. 

I don't remember her being this much of a chicken, but I would be lying if I said I wasn't scared. Despite 

being a game, the whole atmosphere of despair and imminent destruction was way too realistic, 

looming over our heads was a titanic beast… Can we even defeat this thing?! I really thought the Snake 

Queen was going to be a small part-time boss, but if she's commanding a thing such as this one as her 

lackey, I cannot even imagine how big and monstrous she is! 

The power difference between her and the other two Monster Kings I slain was completely in another 

level! How come her and her lackeys are so many?! And where did they even came from? I've been 

playing for a while and I only saw a few snakes here and there… Perhaps they had been simply hiding 

until a big attack like now? The Snake Queen is quite smart then. Perhaps she was one of the first of the 

three to revive, and instead of going rampage, she began to gather forces all this time, maybe? I don't 

know the lore behind it but that makes some sense to me. 

"To tell you the truth I am scared as hell too! B-But there's nothing we can do other than fight! Let's 

show the fairies that we are Immortals too, if we die, we'll revive anyways and come back to fight again! 

The Quest doesn't have any penalties over death, so let's do this!" I said. 

"S-Shit…! Okay, okay! I am going to have a god damn heart attack right now. I thought we were just 

going to chill out in this game but this already looks like a Lord of the Rings Movie!" Cried Rita. 



The massive army of snakes continued to pour from the barriers, having the ability to slide through the 

barrier from the inside with ease and without even being affected, they were merging their venomous 

powers with miasma masterfully and using it as a way to stick themselves in solid areas and easily climb 

through them, these snakes were very sneaky. 

We quickly ran into the frontlines, deciding to protect the city while the civilians were flying away, the 

first thing we found was a large group of over 20 Knights and Soldiers battling it out against over thirty 

snakes, the smallest was three meters big and there were several of different shapes and sizes to boot! 

Some of them were enormous and covered in venomous spikes, others were smaller and sneaky, with 

sharp stingers in the tip of their tails to impale their foes, another ones were red-scaled and had flames 

atop their heads, unleashing explosive venomous slime from their mouths that exploded after making 

contact with a solid object, and even some snakes had dragon-like wings and were flying around! Uwah, 

this is a bit too much for me, but they were all below Level 20, so we can handle it. This is also the 

perfect timing for Rita to level up all the way to 20, so let's use this opportunity to level her up too. Oh 

right, and also all my pets and summons, of course. 

Yeah… I-If I see them as mere EXP, they're not so scary anymore! As the fairies struggled, we reached up 

to them and immediately began to unleash our explosive wide-range attacks. 

"Dark Shadow Beam!" 

"Wind Spirit Call, Whirlwind!" 

Rita unleashed a powerful beam of darkness with the gathered Malice she had saved, blasting away 

dozens of snakes in a single second, and unleashing a bombastic explosion in the middle of their army! 

Meanwhile, I summoned several Wind Spirits can unleashed slicing spiraling whirlwinds, directing them 

to the middle of the snake army, slicing them all into pieces! 

BOOOOM!!! 

FLUOOSH!!! 

There were way too many targets, we were going all out! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 125: Encounter 

While Acorn was sleeping, he suddenly heard a strange sound. His eyes opened wide while resting over 

his bed, as he saw a System Notification popping out of nowhere! Ever since he was granted the Title of 

[Player] that he had been seeing the "System" as Elayne calls it. It was a mystical power that every 

Player had, and that even other people had as well. But they simply couldn't see through its secrets 

unlike Players could. Now that the little Acorn was able to see through this, he had been learning a 

variety of new things about his powers. However, he never expected that something would pop up right 

in the middle of his sleep. 

Ding! 

[Player: Planta] has requested your assistance in an important [Special Quest]!] 
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[By aiding her in completing this quest, you will acquire special items, EXP, Gold, and Unique Evolution 

and Class Change Options, alongside the Rare Subclasses!] 

"Huh? What's this all about? Planta? Lady Planta is in trouble? O-Okay, I accept! I'll go help- But where is 

she?!" Acorn cried, quickly jumping out of bed. The system quickly answered his question as it showed a 

mini map, showing a red dot far away from Acorn. 

"Okay, she's there, right? I'll go…! Oof, is she in trouble? Maybe monsters? I gotta pack tons of potions! 

Good thing I've been mass producing them through the last weeks thanks to my new Skills… I've got a 

few new ones as well!" Acorn quickly began to put many of his experiments inside of his Inventory, a 

power he had acquired after becoming a pseudo-Player despite being an NPC. He gained special 

privileges that only Players could have, such as the power of owning an Inventory with a gigantic 

amount of space to save items inside. 

"I might as well put my cauldron inside too, who knows when I'll need it?! An Alchemist must always be 

prepared for anything!" Acorn said while nodding. 

He quickly began pushing the Cauldron inside of his Inventory with all his might, and then looking at a 

beautiful, blue-colored book laying over a small table, it showed three elements, a small flame, 

lightning, and an ice cube. This was the special reward he acquired alongside becoming a pseudo-NPC 

when he helped Planta complete the Mushroom Dungeon, it was a Grimoire of Spells. 

Grimoires were incredibly rare and super valuable items in the world of Brand New Life Online. They 

were equipment that could be equipped in the second hand, often favored by magicians, but also by any 

class. Grimoires didn't had any restrictions of Classes, and could be used by anybody, allowing even 

Classes that lacked magic completely to use a varied set of spells. However, these spells couldn't grow 

stronger nor level up like normal Skills, nonetheless, they were an amazing addition to anybody 

incapable of learning magic skills. 

Acorn has been using this Grimoire ever since he acquired it, knowing that it was a very precious item. It 

allowed him to actually be able to fight, to conjure a set of spells and unleash their might. Because he 

was an Alchemist, Acorn's INT stat was very high, but he could never make it shine outside of Alchemy 

due to the lack of Magic Skills. With this Grimoire, his talent for magic could shine like never before. Of 

course, as a passionate Alchemist, he didn't slacked off in that either, and had begun to create a variety 

of new items through it with all the free time he had, which he used to gather all sorts of materials, and 

also plant them over Elayne's farm to make them grow very quickly. 

"Lady Elayne, please wait for me…! I owe you so much that there's no way I am going to sleep knowing 

you're in danger…!" Acorn valiantly jumped out of his treehouse, jumping over the tree's branches one 

after the other, looking across the night sky. As a Squirrel-kin, he had natural Night Vision added into his 

Racial Skill, he could easily see through the night as clear as the day. 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

Additionally, Squirrel-kin had amazing ability over Tree-Climbing, being another effect of their Racial 

Skill, they were innate masters of climbing over all sorts of trees and jump at high speeds and distances. 

They received great bonuses to their AGI while maneuvering through the treetops. 



As Acorn moved while flashing through the night like a tiny ninja, he noticed the map showing in front of 

him the direction where Planta was, as he suddenly noticed several other purple-colored dots moving 

towards her… They were hundreds! And in fact, there was a gigantic purple dot as well right over her. 

"T-Those are monsters?! What's happening? And where is she? I didn't saw through the entire Quest's 

Info…" Acorn said while feeling worried, as a sudden System Window emerged right after, showing him 

the information about Planta being in the Fairy Kingdom being apprehended because they thought she 

was suspicious, and then being caught in the middle of an invasion from the Ravenous Snake Queen's 

army. All these monsters were actually terrifying snakes! 

As a rodent himself, Acorn had an inherent fear against snakes, their natural predators. There had been 

many tales of the past where these evil Venomous Snakes captured and ate the Squirrel-kin, this is why 

the once widespread tribe of the descendants of Ratatoskr had been reduced to a small village. 

However, the little Acorn was no longer a mere Squirrel-kin, he was considered a Hero by the System, 

Planta's Hero! 

"I-I am not afraid…! I can do this; I can do this! Ugya, snakes!" Acorn tried to give himself courage but 

suddenly got scared as he finally was able to see the army of snakes at the distance, they were truly 

hundreds, and enormous ones at that! Any of them could easily swallow him whole. 

However, aside from the snakes, at the distance, he noticed a group of fighters struggling to push 

through and reach the Fairy Kingdom as well, and in such a group there was an enormous Ent and 

several Walking Mushrooms! 

Acorn ran towards them, quickly deciding to assist them. 

Titan was the first to notice the nimble and small squirrel-kin, as he quickly jumped over his head. 

"Acorn?!" 

"I'm here too, Titan! Let me assist you!" 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 126: Confronting An Endless Army Of Snakes! 

(Elayne's POV) 

There's a massive army of snakes everywhere! Flying Snakes, Spiky Snakes, Venomous Snakes, and a 

gigantic over leveled Snake trying to get inside the barrier. If that giant thing drops here, it will flatten a 

third of the fairy's city! We can't possibly let that thing just get away with it. …But its not as if I can do 

much myself. The enormous snake was constantly pushing through the crack in the barrier while 

shattering it more and more. The barrier was breaking apart into many shards constantly, and the 

gigantic snake was getting closer, driving inside all the army of hundreds of smaller snakes. 

As the fairies struggled, we reached up to them and immediately began to unleash our explosive wide-

range attacks. 

"Dark Shadow Beam!" 

"Wind Spirit Call, Whirlwind!" 
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Rita unleashed a powerful beam of darkness with the gathered Malice she had saved, blasting away 

dozens of snakes in a single second, and unleashing a bombastic explosion in the middle of their army! 

Meanwhile, I summoned several Wind Spirits can unleashed slicing spiraling whirlwinds, directing them 

to the middle of the snake army, slicing them all into pieces! 

BOOOOM!!! 

FLUOOSH!!! 

There were way too many targets, we were going all out! I had summoned the many Wind Spirits to my 

aid, the sky was filled with Dragon Veins of Wind Attribute the most, while it was night, there weren't 

many Sunlight Attribute, but that was fine, the power of wind is within me! After I leveled up Spirit 

Magic to Level 4, I acquired a new Spell named [Whirlwind]. However, I cannot conjure it by itself, it 

requires the assistance of the Wind Spirits. 

"I implore your help, Wind Spirits! Hear my call!" I roared, the many fairies surrounding us suddenly 

looked at me with eyes wide open, exclaiming they had only seen something similar with Queen Titania. 

"I-Incredible… She can summon the Wind Spirits!" 

"I have never seen someone so noble to be able to summon the Spirits of the world so easily…" 

"Incredible, the spirits must really love her!" 

"With her… M-Maybe we stand a chance?!" 

"Whirlwind! …No, STORM!" 

FLUOOOOSSSH! 

"Foo!" 

"Fooa!" 

"Fofooo!" 

Suddenly, several of small Wind Spirits converged together into an explosion of spiraling winds, forming 

a deadly storm that engulfed the snakes in front of me. The winds had powerful slicing abilities, slashing 

through the many snakes, and tearing them apart before they disappeared into particles of light one 

after the other! As I saw that happen, the System showcased a new notification I had not seen before. 

Ding! 

[You have reached max Level. You cannot earn more EXP] 

[The Special effect of your Current Quest has been activated] 

[Any EXP earned through the quest will be stockpiled and distributed at the end of the Quest completion 

whenever your Level Cap is increased.] 

[If the Quest is completed well, you will receive x1 the EXP, if the Quest is completed amazingly, you will 

receive x1.5 the EXP, and if the Quest is completed perfectly, you will receive x2 the EXP] 



[If the Quest fails, you will not receive any stockpiled EXP] 

[This affects all other Quest Players as long as they're Max Level and incapable of Leveling anymore] 

Oooh?! This is new! I had never expected I would get something like this… I cannot really level up 

because I have yet to evolve or acquire a new Class, but if I simply wait until the end of the Quest, I can 

get all the stockpiled EXP for whenever I evolve and change Classes? This is amazing! And it even applies 

to everyone else too. Probably all my tamed monsters as well? And what about Rita? 

I checked Rita's Status while she was unleashing beams and bullets of darkness while gathering the 

surrounding miasmic negative energy and forming an enormous sphere of malice to draw power from. It 

seems she was currently Level 17, she was gaining EXP steadily, so she was probably going to soon reach 

Level 20. This was an excellent opportunity to rack as much EXP as we can, this includes my Tamed 

Monsters and Summons too. 

And about to tamed monsters… I was mounting over Belle while Rita stood still while being protected by 

Loki and Silver. Meanwhile, I had the little Mimy with me. Mimy was stretching the tentacles of its body 

around, grabbing snakes by the head before Belle suddenly crushed them with her legs alone, 

mercilessly at that. 

BAAAAM! 

[Belle]'s [Berserk Mode] Skill has been activated] 

Oh no, here she comes! 

"MEEEE!" 

After slaughtering that last snake, Belle went completely berserk! Her eyes turned bright red and her 

entire body emanated a powerful aura of strength. Her muscles grew bigger and stronger, and even her 

horns became big and sharp, piercing through her foes at a fast speed. 

CLASH! 

"GRYAAH…!" 

Ding! 

[EXP gained has been stockpiled] 

[You gained 500 Gold] 

[You acquired: [Venomous Snake's Fangs] x2, [Snake Meat] x20, [Snake Scales] x25…] 

CLASH! 

"GRYYSHIEE…! 

Ding! 

[EXP gained has been stockpiled] 

[You gained 500 Gold] 



[You acquired: [Venomous Snake's Fangs] x2, [Snake Meat] x20, [Snake Scales] x25…] 

CLASH! 

"GRYYYSSHHAAA…!" 

Ding! 

[EXP gained has been stockpiled] 

[You gained 500 Gold] 

[You acquired: [Venomous Snake's Fangs] x2, [Snake Meat] x20, [Snake Scales] x25…] 

"Uwaaaah! Belle, calm down and slow down a bit!!!" 

"MEEEEEE!!!" 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 

Countless snakes began to die one after the other, so many I couldn't even count them on. Belle was 

going completely all out and my Inventory was getting filled with Snake Materials, we'll have Snake meat 

for ages! Belle was going too crazy again! I think I am getting dizzy! Ughh… 

"I-Impressive, that monstrous Goat is too strong!" 

"What sort of creature is that?!" 

"It is killing dozens!" 

"Now that we got the opportunity, you guys go help evacuate the civilians! The rest gather with me, the 

golems don't seem to be responding, we need to go activate them manually!" 

Meanwhile, a large group of fairies separated from the frontlines, rushing into the city where the snakes 

had barely reached yet, while another group went to activate the golems which were not activating 

automatically, it seems that something was happening to those magic machines! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 127: Desperate Battle! 

I looked at the distance while trying to keep myself from throwing up. I noticed the fairy soldiers 

mounting the large beetles were fighting off the remaining snakes that were running around our attack 

range, while guiding the citizens to the underground dungeon where we were locked, it seems that it 

also works as an area where people can stay in case of a monster invasion of some sort. 

The other group was flying towards the golems that were standing up surrounding the gates. Which 

were closed. There was only two functioning golems that were being manipulated by fairies inside, they 

were standing up over the enormous gates and stopping snakes from overflooding from there, but 

smaller snake monsters were still infiltering inside the city from the cracks in the gates. 

All of this while I was unleashing a storm of slicing winds against dozens of snakes with the power of the 

wind spirits, which was about to end, the powerful spell I came out with, which was like an even 

stronger Whirlwind thanks to the Spirit Enhancement Spell that enhances the power of Spirits and 
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apparently their own spells, and while Belle was crushing snakes with her deadly charge in her berserk 

mode! 

Mimy was also somehow helping, using her slimy tentacles to make some snake trip or lose balance, so 

Belle could catch them easily. She was even shooting saliva in their faces, it seems that such a tiny attack 

worked wonders, and the small Mimic was already leveling up quite nicely. Meanwhile, Loki and Silver 

were assisting and protecting Rita's back, who was just a few meters from me. She was surprisingly 

rather competent! 

"HYAAA! RAAAH! Dark Bullet! Shadow Hammer!" 

BAAAAM!!! 

An enormous hammer materialized out of darkness on top of Rita's Staff. This was [Shadow Hammer] a 

special technique that combined her Dark Magic and her Staff Mastery together. She was mixing both 

physical fighting with her magic, all while firing dark bullets and beams occasionally. It seems that 

depending in the combination of Skills, new Spells or Techniques could emerge fusing both effects 

together. 

"GRYYSSHAAA!" 

However, she lowered her guard and a gigantic snake jumped over her back, the enormous creature had 

a mouth big enough to easily devour her! I pointed my hand at the snake and tried to shot at it, but Rita 

was somehow prepared. 

POOF! 

The snake somehow passed right through her body, as Rita reappeared as a mass of shadows behind the 

snake. Wow, was this the power of Dark Magic?! I think this was two Spells! [Intangibility] makes 

someone intangible for a second when used, and then [Shadow Sneak] allowed her to merge with 

shadows and reappear behind the snake. Amazing, Dark Magic is really great! Rita already got the knack 

of it pretty quickly too. 

"Ugh, you bunch are so goddamn annoying! Die already! Black Sword Storm!" 

FLUOOOOSSSH! 

Suddenly, Rita used up all her Mana for a powerful Spell of her Level 4 Dark Magic Spell, using up all her 

Malice Orb as well. All the darkness she had gathered into several smaller masses, shaping as sharp 

swords that flew into all directions, piercing through the bodies of the snakes. The swords were not 

aiming anywhere, but tracked down the snakes and pierced through their bodies like tracking missiles! 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

And to boot, they exploded afterwards, generating even more damage around the surroundings… 

Amazing! Isn't this a bit broken? This must be a Spell that uses all the Malice Orb energy accumulated, 

which takes a lot of time to refill, so I guess it is fair that its so strong if it cannot be conjured constantly, 

but still! 

"Geh…" 



However, right after that, Rita felt completely tired, an effect of using Mana right away. Unlike me who 

has a variety of skills that enhance my Mana recovery speed, so even when I use it all, it slowly begins to 

quickly recover back to full, she had her mana completely emptied. 

"Rita!" I cried, rushing to her way as I commanded Belle to move to protect her. Although she probably 

killed over thirty snakes, over a dozen more came to eat her the moment they saw her drop into the 

floor. 

Silver and Loki were fighting against them with everything they had to protect her. Loki used her vines to 

catch the snakes and make them hit one another constantly, while spreading her paralyzing nectar spray 

around and putting her roots underground, making them grow and sprout into many more vines. 

Sometimes she just ate snakes completely while being alive with her giant mouth in the middle of her 

flower body. Meanwhile, Silver was more refined at fighting, unleashing a variety of whip-like attacks 

with the tip of her tail and unleashing lasers of highly pressured boiling water, easily boiling the snakes 

alive and even leaving some covered in holes. Water Magic was no joke! 

"Ugeh… I feel so tired out of nowhere…" Rita cried, as I quickly lifted her up with my arms, but quickly 

noticed snakes approaching, Belle and Mimy already had all their attention on another group attacking 

us. I quickly gave Rita a Mana Potion and called forth more Spirits. I had just drank a Mana Potion when I 

ran to her side, so I was filled up once more, although they were already running low! I wish Acorn could 

be here now… 

"Ugh…! Hahh… I am alright now!" Said Rita, quickly standing up and seeing me smack snakes with my 

weapon. The powerful Spear made out of the Branch of the Tree of Beginnings could shapeshift to 

various shapes through my [Plant Manipulation] Spell, and with the [Farming Tool Usage] Skill, my 

damage against foes was enhanced, and there is a 50% chance of inflicting Stun on a foe when hitting 

them with a Farming Tool! 

SMACK! 

[You have Stunned a target!] 

SMACK! 

[You have Stunned a target!] 

SMACK! 

[You have Stunned a target!] 

I ended Stunning a dozen snakes, which I quickly took down with a rain of Wooden Spikes that I shaped 

out of the [Wooden Shield] Green Magic Spell through the [Plant Manipulation] Spell of the same Magic 

Category! These low-level spells are still pretty handy because they cost less Mana, the more INT I get, 

the more damage they deal, they're ideal to deal with mobs! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 128: Leveling Up A Skill To Level 10! 
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BAAM! A dozen of snakes dissipated into particles of light right away. I sighed in relief, looking at my 

own MP, I had yet to spend over half of it, so I've been doing pretty well. However, I noticed that I had 

summoned a few Land Spirits, which summoned Earth Walls by themselves to protect us. However, 

through Spirit Enhancement, they gained the power to then shape these walls into giant stone fists and 

hit multiple targets at the same time, so they supported me while I protected Rita. 

BAAAM! 

BAAAM! 

BAAAM! 

"You're insanely good at fighting, Planta!" Sighed Rita while quickly enhancing her Staff with darkness 

and herself as well through the [Dark Spirit Possession] Skill, which enhanced all her physical stats 

temporarily. She swung that staff like a bat, hitting snakes to death constantly. Sometimes she shaped 

the tip of the staff like a deadly scythe, slicing through foes. 

"I-It is all thanks to Farming Tool Usage! It is a great Skill even at Level 1! Maybe I should level it up all 

the way to ten, now that I think about it, it lacks any MP or Stat requirements…" I said while thinking this 

through, the power of my weapon was nice and it could shapeshift into farming tools to gain the Skill's 

effects. 

"It doesn't sound so bad in such a situation as right now, the max level of Farming Tool Usage is 10, you 

need it to be level 10 to unlock the next Skill that you might be able to unlock for your next Class 

anyways! Most of the new Skills included in higher ranked Classes need previously learned Skills to reach 

certain levels!" Said the Guide Spirit, giving me the approval I required. 

In terms of Magic Skills, the requirement of MP scales a lot with each level of new spells, so leveling up 

these skills will only give me expensive spells I can't use. In fact, the Wind Spirits are already MP draining 

enough. I require more ways to fight that don't spend MP, such as hitting foes with my Farming Tool. So 

getting [Farming Tool Usage] to Level 10 sounds pretty alright! 

Ding! 

[You have exchanged 18 Skill Points] 

[The [Farming Tool Usage: Lv1] Skill has leveled up to Level 10 (MAX)!] 

[Farming Tool Usage: Lv10] 

As a Farmer, you have the innate ability to utilize Farming Tools. By using Farming Tools, you're able to 

enhance the richness of the soil and also the growth of plants, and you can take care of your plants 

health so they grow stronger. Farming Tool Proficiency increased by +10000, Farming Tool Power 

increased by +12000, Farming Tool Mastery increased by +100%. The mastery, proficiency, and power 

increases with each level. 

Additionally, there is a 90% chance of inflicting [Stun] on a foe when hitting them with a Farming Tool 

for 3 Seconds, and there is a 70% chance of unleashing a [Shockwave] that spreads 50% of the damage 

you inflicted with the attack that triggered the effect, the shockwave can spread out up to 5 meters 



surrounding the target of your hit and hitting the ground with a Farming Tool has a 20% chance to turn it 

into [Healthy Soil]. 

What…? Amazing! I should had done this way sooner, but I was never truly confident about my fighting 

abilities, and well, obtaining this multi-use weapon that I can shapeshift around gave me such 

confidence. It is also rather nice that the weapon is covered by metal made out of the scales of the Lake 

Snake we defeated in the Mushroom Dungeon, which shape around easily when the wood does. 

The new enhancement to this old Skill doesn't come without great new effects, as the Stun Chance was 

increased to 90%, and now there's another 70% chance to generate a shockwave that inflicts damage to 

any foes within my surrounding 5 meters, the damage done through the shockwave appears to be 50% 

of the total damage of the hit that caused the shockwave to occur, this is pretty sweet! And that's 

without even adding up the 90% Stun chance. 

And… huh? There's a 20% chance to turn the ground into [Healthy Soil]? What's that all about? Well, it 

doesn't seem to be battle-oriented, maybe for farming. Well the Skill itself comes from the Farmer Class 

after all. 

Without further ado, I decided to immediately try out this new power! 

I shapeshifted the tool into a big shovel and hit the ground with it with everything I had! 

BAAAAMMM!!! 

TRUUUMM…! 

Suddenly, shockwaves emerged from my surroundings, engulfing the snakes attempting to attack me 

and stunning them, making them all fall into the ground like flies! I immediately swung my shovel once 

more, quickly hitting multiple of them as another shockwave was generated, this time taking down 

dozens of snakes at a time! 

TRUUUUMMM…! 

"A-Amazing!" Rita couldn't help but stare at my dumbfoundedly. 

"W-Woaaah!" 

However, there was a problem! Whenever I hit the ground with the shovel and a shockwave was 

generated, the ground trembled and the shovel began to vibrate very quickly, making me lose balance. I 

seem to lack the STR stat to wield this power completely well, because I almost trip into the ground each 

time a shockwave is generated…! Nonetheless, this is the best I can do for now. 

I continued swinging the shovel around and unleashing Stunning Shockwaves around, the snakes fell and 

quickly were picked up by my party of summons and tamed monsters, alongside Rita. Thanks to not 

needing to use MP for these devastating attacks, I was saving up a lot of it, and mostly using it to heal 

myself whenever snakes got a bite or two out of me. Their poison was also rather deadly, but nothing 

that the [Recovery Antidote Sap] Spell couldn't heal. 

As I moved forward and cleaned the surroundings to open the way for the fairies to reach their golems, 

a sudden system notification popped up. 



Ding! 

[Due to your noble and kind-hearted soul, and your mastery over the Farming Tools and your great 

connection with nature, the Great Spirit of Harvest and Farming has taken a liking on you!] 

"Huh?! What?!" 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 129: Summoning The Great Spirit Of Harvest And Farming! 

Within the confines of the world, darkness shrouded a near endless abyss. The graveyard that still 

remains after the Fragmentation and the Rehashing harbors the many lost souls after the Great 

Catastrophe. Amongst them, the Great Spirits rest. Many of them have yet to revive, as the remade 

world lacks the Spiritual Essence of Old Times. 

The fragments of such ancient Great Spirits float abound in this endless darkness, in a state of 

suspension. Perhaps they might never truly see the light of the sun ever again or rejoin with other Spirits 

due to the lack of total power in the land to sustain their great existences. 

However, one of them, a small Spirit fragmented into several pieces, with the slight shape of some sort 

of vegetable, suddenly began to flow with bright light and many colorful sparks of spiritual essence 

started to react to… something. 

Despite their weakened states, Great Spirits had another last resort they could utilize to come back to 

the world from the Abyss… 

And that was finding a suitable Vessel! 

The Great Spirits, in their greatness, were arrogant, not just anybody could simply wield their 

extraordinary powers nor become a fitting vessel. Those corrupt with evilness, greed, or selfishness 

were unsuitable vessels that would only corrupt the souls of the Great Spirits. 

Henceforth, finding a kind-hearted vessel was near impossible. But… that had just changed right now, as 

a fitting vessel for this strange Great Spirit emerged. 

Once said to be the weakest of all the Great Spirits, he was the first one that suddenly and finally found 

a suitable vessel to revive! 

Albeit very weakened, she now had the chance! 

And quickly grasped it without thinking it twice! 

"If I don't help save this dying world, who else will?!" 

The roar of a cheerful yet strong woman's voice resonated amidst the battlefield, as Elayne's eyes 

opened wide, transcendental spiritual energies emerging out of thin air suddenly flew towards her! 

As the battlefield, Rita, my summons and tamed monsters, and the three Mushroom Brigade members, 

Sporegon, Magius, and Hunter and I continued our barrage of attacks. The only thing we could is to 

continue fighting and pushing forward. The snakes seemed near endless, but I was already beginning to 

tell that their numbers were finally going down. They were not endless whatsoever! 
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"Longsword Technique: Mountain Splitting Slash!" 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

Sporegon swung his enormous sword, as he unleashed a storm of slashing cuts against the surrounding 

snakes. The bold Mushroom Brigade member ran in the middle of the enemies and constantly spun his 

sword around with amazing strength, slashing apart his foes constantly! 

"Longbow Technique: Thousand Swallows." 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

Hunter in the other case took ten arrows at the same time and then fired them with his longbow into 

the sky. The arrows were enhanced with his Mana and when they reached the sky and then began flying 

down, strange phantasmal illusions emerged one after the other, as if there were many arrows, 

thousands of them! The arrows fell around the army of snakes, exploding on contact and generating 

shockwaves. 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

Wow… I am not really much against purely physical fighters like these two guys! 

And even more, compared to Magius… 

"Anima Magic: Freezing Prison! Chain Lightning!" 

CRAAAACK! 

In a mere second, Magius concentrated her Mana into her staff and then extended a freezing wind that 

quickly and almost instantly froze an enormous are in a mere second! Over twenty snakes were frozen 

alive, and then, right after that, lightning began to come from her staff, spreading out and making chains 

of lightning that continued to attack the living snakes while braking apart the frozen ones into chunks. 

SPARK! CRASH! 

"You guys are insanely strong!" I praised them, although I noticed their Mana was already going down 

again. 

They loved to unleash strong AoE Skills but they never considered that their Mana would deplete so 

quickly, we have to finish this area quickly before things get worse, and more importantly, I have to 

open the way for the fairies to reach their golems. I am sure that the entire fight will turn around if we 

can let them use them! 

As I moved forward and cleaned the surroundings to open the way for the fairies to reach their golems, 

a sudden system notification popped up. 

Ding! 

[Due to your noble and kind-hearted soul, and your master over the Farming Tools and your great 

connection with nature, the Great Spirit of Harvest and Farming has taken a liking on you!] 

"Huh?! What?!" 



In front of me, something completely shocking appeared! I had never seen such a System notification 

before. Just what was the Great Sprit of Harvest and Farming?! And why now when I am so damn busy? 

"G-Guide?!" I asked the Guide, as he seemed impressed. 

"Y-You triggered a specific Race-Class Event!" Said the Guide in utter shock. 

"What?!" 

"I guess now that you did, there's no point in not telling you. Certain Races go better with certain 

Classes, don't they? There are special events hidden around, some of them that had yet to even be 

discovered by the player base. One of the rarest to ever exist are the Great Spirit Events. When you 

reach a certain condition, it will trigger and a Great Spirit will suddenly come to your aid and make you 

their vessel!" 

"Wait, this is ridiculous! What kind of game is this to make something so weird?!" I asked confusedly. 

The developers really had put so much thought into this, it really feels like a whole different world 

rather than a game, the world building is definitely top-notch. 

"Why would I even know that- Ah! She's coming!" The Guide quickly said, as I felt a sudden burst of 

spiritual energy coming out of nowhere! 

"If I don't help save this dying world, who else will?!" 

The roar of a cheerful yet strong woman's voice resonated amidst the battlefield! Who was she?! I 

couldn't help but open my eyes wide as I felt this strange spiritual energy emerge out of thin air! 

And… Eh?! It had the shape of a carrot?! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 130: I've Become The Vessel Of The Great Spirit?! 

Something truly insane was happening. This game hasn't stopped showing me insane stuff all the time, 

but this was really and truly exceeding the norm as usual. It felt as if I was no longer playing and just 

dreaming whatever I came out with, but this was the real and actual game! Not only I was suddenly 

being helped by a Great Spirit, but it was just appearing right now! 

FLAAASH! 

The green and golden essence emerged out of thin air, flowing into my body. It felt as if I was being 

bathed in a lot of cold water, which slowly turned warmer and warmer, until I felt like my small little 

body felt way stronger and heavier… somehow. 

And that wasn't all, when the energy finally decided to take a shape in front of me, it looked like a big 

carrot with an adorable-looking face, and it spoke! 

"Finally! After eons I've found a suitable vessel! It has really been a long time! By the Gods…!" The carrot 

spoke with the voice of a lady, it was even more surreal! Is this a cartoon now or something?! 

"Um… Err… Excuse me?" I asked in disbelief. 
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"Oh! Hahaha! My bad, dear. I should introduce myself- Eh?! Why do I look like a carrot?! T-This isn't how 

I look! I-I swear I am a beautiful-looking lady! T-This is… Why a carrot from all vegetables though?!" The 

Great Spirit suddenly began to cry. "It must be because I am too weakened…" 

"E-Erm…" 

"Ah! Right, I shouldn't really distract you too much, you're too busy right now. But long story short, I've 

become to aid you! And later, you probably could aid me as well, huh? Mutual benefit pact, how about 

it?" She asked out of nowhere, pressuring me to accept. 

"E-Erm, okay?! S-Sure- Uwah!" 

I quickly evaded a snake jumping towards me. It was one of the annoying winged Snakes. They could 

easily lift off the ground and then try to catch you up with their powerful fangs. Their venom was 

paralyzing too, so it was annoying if they managed to bite me. 

"GRYSHIEEE…!" 

The snake hissed loudly, opening its mouth, and showing me her venomous fangs as the creature darted 

towards me once more, and three more of her friends appeared above me as well! I quickly grabbed my 

shovel and decided to hit them all! 

"Let me assist you, dear!" 

The voice of the Great Spirit suddenly resonated within me, as I felt the strange essence that had flowed 

into my body emerge out into a fountain of green and golden liquified essence of spiritual energies, 

flowing into my weapon and infusing it with a brand-new power! 

"Uwawawahh! W-What is happening right now?!" 

"Bwahahaha! This weapon is a good vessel of my powers as well! A branch from an Yggdrasil's seedling, 

isn't it? Excellent!" 

"Y-Yggdrasil Seedling?! Wait, the Tree of Beginnings is related with the World Tree?!" 

"I don't think we got the time to discuss for now, honey!" 

The Great Spirit infused her energies into my Shovel, as my weapon suddenly grew in size, something I 

wasn't able to do as the weapon wasn't part of my body. I could shapeshift it based in the total mass it 

already possesses, but not suddenly give it a bigger size. In fact, the shovel grew like five times its 

original size, and was overflowing with spiritual energy of gold and green colors. 

"Now, dear, swing it with everything you've got!" 

"Okay! RAAAAAAH!" 

SLAAAAAASH! 

I swung the giant shovel with everything I had on me. The weapons strangely felt incredibly light now! 

The moment I swung the shovel, an enormous shockwave of green and gold essence was unleashed, so 

strong that it made the ground tremble and several cracks emerged all around the floor, the flying 



snakes were easily consumed by the explosive attack, as the shockwaves continued to spread out, 

forming cracks all over the floor. 

BOOOOMMM!!! 

The shockwave hit a dozen of snakes in the background, blasting them into oblivion! But that wasn't all, 

the ground, cracked and destroyed, actually began to change… The soil turned healthy and bright 

brown, and even small plants and grass started to grow over them! Was this [Health Soil]? The Skill must 

have triggered the 20% chance effect, but isn't this a big too big? The entire area I attacked turned into 

Healthy Soil! 

"T-This… What sort of insane power is this, Lady Great Spirit?!" I asked in disbelief, as I suddenly felt that 

half my MP was consumed. This wasn't certainly something I could use all the time! But it was certainly 

devastating! 

"Hahahaa! This is the power of Harvest and Farming! Did ya see? I am not a weak spirit; I am actually 

pretty strong myself! All those idiots that called me a useless spirit must be suffering in the Abyss! Heh, 

suck to be them!" 

"Huh? What?" 

"A-Ah! Anyways, look, more of them are coming!" 

The Great Spirit pointed out at new snakes this time. They were bigger and stronger, some reaching 

Level 19 already! Their size was already over 5 meters and their scales were metallic and armor-like, 

some had many spikes covered in venom over their bodies, and some even gigantic horns or third eyes. 

These were probably the ELITE-type monsters, monsters that are usually way stronger than their 

counterparts. 

I quickly decided to run back and regroup with Rita, my summons and tamed monsters, and the 

Mushroom Brigade, quickly finding one another as we were slowly being surrounded by more monsters. 

"W-Wait, why are you running away?!" The Great Spirit angrily shouted at me. 

"I lack enough MP to use your power again, it is way too draining! It is better to just smack them 

conventionally, lady Great Spirit!" I said to her, as her carrot form suddenly grew a pair of arms and they 

crossed while she nodded. 

"I see, I guess you're right, I took too much Mana. But you're a bit too weak though, don't blame it all to 

me." She said. 

"Eh?! Aren't you a tad bit too cocky though?!" 


